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In recent years, superconducting radio-frequency (SRF) cavities have been considered as can-
didates for qubits in quantum computing, showing longer photon lifetimes and, therefore, longer
decoherence times of a cavity stored qubit compared to many other realizations. In modern par-
ticle accelerators, SRF cavities are the workhorse. Continuous research and development efforts
are being undertaken to improve their properties, to increase the accelerating field and lower the
surface resistance, which in turn increase the energy reach and duty cycle of accelerators. While
some experimental milestones have been achieved, the mechanisms behind the still observed losses
remain not fully understood. In this contribution we are going to show that a recently reported
temperature treatment of Nb SRF cavities in the temperature range of 573-673 K, which reduces the
residual surface resistance to unprecedented values, is linked to a reorganization of the niobium oxide
and near-surface vacancy structure and that this reorganization can explain the observed improved
performance in both applications, quantum computing and SRF cavities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electrical properties of oxides are significantly affected
by vacancy-like defects. For instance, it is known that
oxygen vacancies can lead to an n-type doping, which
causes surface magnetism of otherwise dielectric ma-
terial [1–3]. Such local magnetic impurities have al-
ready caught the attention of the superconducting radio-
frequency (SRF) community. They can cause subgap
states, which alter the performance of SRF cavities by
contributing to dissipation mechanisms [4–9].
Whenever SQUIDs were used as qubits or, in modern
architecture of qubits, the so-called Transmon, the ox-
ide layer act as weak link and contains many defects.
These defects are described as lossy two-level systems
(TLS), which severely limit the coherence time to just
a few nanoseconds, [10–15]. To increase the coherence
time is the major goal in developing technical realiza-
tions of qubits, hence a better understanding of micro-
scopic realizations of TLS is mandatory. And in fact,
oxygen-vacancies have been suggested as ideal candidates
for TLS [16–18]. For example, in [17], the surface va-
cancy states of Al2O3 and SiO2 were studied using den-
sity functional theory (DFT), resulting in dangling bond
states on the surface assembling localized magnetic mo-
ments. Such dangling bonds are exemplary realizations
for a TLS in an amorphous material, and can increase the
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noise level [19]. Another example are hydrogen-vacancy
complexes which can act as TLS, as they form the so-
called threefold degenerate rotors with tunnel splittings
in the MHz to GHz range [16]. In particular, hydrogen-
vacancy complexes in niobium have been proven to ex-
ist and are considered to have detrimental impact onto
the RF performance. All those different realizations of
TLS can provide a microscopic explanation of the ob-
servations in the recent application of SRF cavities for
quantum computing [20, 21], in which photon lifetimes
of 2 s were observed, after the niobium surface underwent
a dedicated annealing procedure.
This procedure, namely an annealing treatment at 573-
673 K in-situ for 3 h in UHV (the newly dubbed ”Mid-T
Bake”), showed extremely high quality factors of Q0 ≈
5×1010 with a residual resistance below 1 nΩ at 2 K [22].
In addition, a behavior called ”anti-Q-slope”, which is
a positive slope of the Q0 as a function of the acceler-
ating field Eacc was observed. This implies a reduction
of the resistance, as described by the BCS theory, with
increasing accelerating field. Such behavior has been ob-
served for 1.3 GHz only in the case of so-called doped
cavities so far [23, 24] and is not well understood yet,
although theoretical treatments do predict the counter-
intuitive phenomenon [25, 26]. There are reports of anti-
Q-slope behavior on 3.9 GHz cavities [24] and 3 GHz cav-
ities [27], both without doping. This frequency depen-
dence might help to identify the microscopic origin of
this behavior [9, 28, 29, 66]. As has been reported by
He et al. and Ito et al. [30, 31], the Mid-T Bake was
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successfully reproduced at other labs rather fast. More-
over, the requirements on the process parameters have
been further relaxed, i.e. using standard furnaces and
simplified handling with niobium caps installed on cavi-
ties, rather than in-situ annealing of whole cavities and
their transport while still under vacuum to the cryogenic
RF testing area, as been done by Posen et al.[22].
The aim of this work is twofold: (i) to study vacancies
in the native niobium oxide, as potential cause for the
reduced coherence time but also as cause for sub-gap
states, increasing the surface resistance of cavities. (ii)
to study vacancy-complexes within the niobium, which
influences the interstitial oxygen and hydrogen concen-
tration and therefore plays an important role in the for-
mation of nanohydrides, also increasing the surface resis-
tance of cavities.
In order to investigate the vacancy dynamics, we uti-
lized positron spectroscopy. As positrons can easily
get trapped in metal vacancy defects and are known to
be very sensitive to their elemental environment, they
are the optimal choice to analyze the types, concentra-
tions, and atomic environment of empty crystal sites
[36]. Hence, we looked with in-situ and ex-situ exper-
iments at the dynamics. To analyze and interpret the
obtained data, we used ab-initio calculations. Comple-
mentary to these methods, we applied X-ray reflectivity
(XRR), which is a widely-employed technique to study
thin films and multi-layered materials, to observe the
niobium-oxide development and dissolution during the
annealing procedures. This was crucial for the further
discussion, as those layers act as primary source for in-
terstitial diffusion of oxygen and has a significant influ-
ence on the material structure in the near-surface region.
Guided by our results and theoretical models, we started
to study the magnetic order of the oxide. For this we
identified Kerr microscopy as the most versatile method
and proofed the existence of magnetic domains in the
niobium oxide.
In this work we report on the vacancy dynamics and their
interactions with oxygen and hydrogen as interstitials in
niobium, by applying various annealing temperatures, as
well as the kinematics in the native oxide layer. Further-
more, how the same microscopic states (oxygen defects
and interstitial trapping at vacancies) can explain the
observations in SRF cavities for different applications -
namely quantum computing and accelerators.

II. METHODS

A. X-ray reflectivity

In the frame of this work Nb(100) specimen were stud-
ied after step-wise sequential annealing under UHV vac-
uum conditions. Each step was followed by in-situ XRR
measurements using a photon energy of 70 keV. Data
were collected using a Maxipic 2D, used for sample align-
ment and to perform XRR measurements [34]. A formal-

ism developed in [32] takes effects of multiple scattering
events and interfaces into account. The XRR curves were
fitted using the Parrat formalism with FEWLAY, taking
into account finite resolution effects [33]. For each layer
j of the fit model a set of four parameters was attributed
by the fitting routine: layer thickness dj , layer roughness
σj and the optical quantities δj and βj , which compose
the index of refraction nj of the probed layer [34].

B. Positron annihilation spectroscopy

In principle, two approaches can be utilized: (i)
positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS),
where positron lifetime in a material is measured and
(ii) Doppler broadening (DB) of the annihilation photo-
peak, which is realized as a measurement of the Doppler
shift of annihilation radiation [37]. The positron lifetime
is governed by the local electron density at the positron
annihilation site, i.e. PALS provides information about
the type and concentration of open volume defects in a
material [38]. The Doppler shift of the annihilation ra-
diation is determined by the momentum of the electron,
which annihilated the positron. In DB positron annihila-
tion spectroscopy (PAS), the broadening of the annihila-
tion photo-peak is characterized in terms of the line shape
parameters S (sharpness) and W (wing), which contain
information about the contributions of annihilation by
low or high momentum electrons, respectively. Hence,
the correlated measurement of S- and W-parameters is
also sensitive to the type and the atomic environment of
positron trapping sites or defects. More details on the
method is given in the Appendix B
Depth resolved variable energy positron annihilation
spectroscopy (VEPAS) studies of the sub-surface region
were carried out at the Helmholtz Zentrum Dresden-
Rossendorf on a continuous slow positron beam ”SPON-
SOR” [39] with an apparatus for in-situ defect stud-
ies ”AIDA” [40] employing DB-VEPAS, as well as on a
pulsed positron beam ”MePS” [41] at the ELBE facility
employing positron lifetime (VEPALS). The spot size di-
ameter of the positron beams was in the order of 5−6 mm
and the energy of incident positrons was adjusted the
range 0.05-36 keV for DB-VEPAS (it corresponds to the
mean positron penetration depth into Nb from 0.02 to
1380 nm) and 1-10 keV for VEPALS (it corresponds to
the mean positron penetration depth into Nb from 4.7 to
394 nm). Both DB-VEPAS and VEPALS measurements
were done in-situ, i.e. samples were baked in the sam-
ple chamber with simultaneous irradiation by the slow
positron beam. The data obtained at MePS were ana-
lyzed using the PALSfit3 software [42] and the plots were
generated using OriginLab [43].
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C. Kerr microscopy

This microscopical approach utilizes the magneto-
optical Kerr effect to visualize and characterize the mag-
netic behavior of materials and is a well established tech-
nique to study magnetization. The system used is an in-
plane Kerr magnetometer (Zeiss Axio Imager Z2 Vario
upgraded by Evico Magnetics GmbH) and a magnetic
field in the range of ±200 mT was applied. The measure-
ments were done at room temperature with sensitivity
to the first 15 nm of the surface. The in-plane orienta-
tion of the magnetic field and the applied field values
are similar to what the niobium surface experiences dur-
ing accelerator operation. The small penetration depth
is also beneficial to be more sensitive to oxide layer ef-
fects and of a similar order of magnitude of the London
penetration depth of niobium, probing the surface rel-
evant for the SRF behavior. On each sample, an area
of 672 × 554 pixels2 or ≈ 448 × 369µm2 was scanned to
obtain the magnetization curve, while multiple, smaller
areas were also scanned to study the spatial homogeneity
of the hysteresis and investigate regions of interest.

D. Ab-initio calculations

Vacancies in Nb and their complexes with the
most relevant gas impurities (H, O, N) were mod-
eled using density functional theory (DFT) imple-
mented in the Vienna ab-initio simulation package
(VASP) [44, 45]. Electronic structure calculations were
performed employing the projector augmented wave
(PAW) method [46]. The generalized gradient approx-
imation (GGA) with the exchange-correlation functional
of Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) [47] was used. The
calculations were performed using supercells containing
128 atomic sites and consisting of 4 × 4 × 4 bcc unit
cells with the lattice parameter a = 3.322 Å obtained
by structure optimization. The energy cut-off of the
plane wave basis of 500 eV and Fermi smearing of the
electronic occupancy with a width of 0.2 eV were used
in all calculations. Reciprocal space was sampled using
3×3×3 k-point mesh generated applying the Monkhorst-
Pack scheme [48]. Convergence tests revealed that calcu-
lated energies are converged to within ≈ 0.01 eV. Equi-
librium geometries of defects were determined by fully
relaxing ion positions and volume of the supercell. Struc-
tural relaxations were performed until forces on each
atom were smaller than ≈ 0.01 eV/Å. Positron annihi-
lation observables were calculated using DFT within the
so-called standard scheme [49]. In this approximation,
the positron density is assumed to be negligibly small
everywhere and not affecting the bulk electron struc-
ture. The momentum distribution of the annihilating
electron-positron pairs was calculated using the approach
described in Refs. [50, 51]. Further background is given
in the Appendix C.

E. Samples

The samples used for the positron studies and the Kerr
microscopy were cut out of a niobium sheet from the
European XFEL cavity production, where the sheet was
produced by Tokyo Denkai Co. Ltd and the mechanical
and chemical properties of the Nb sheets supplied by the
producer are summarized in Table I.

TABLE I. Material properties of the niobium sheets: Vickers
hardness (HV), tensile strength (Rm), yield strength (Rp),
concentration of vacancies (cv),concentration of oxygen (cO),
nitrogen (cN), hydrogen (cH) and carbon (cC).

Tokyo Denkai
HV 42.5-50.6

Rm[N/mm2] 170

Rp[N/mm2] 62
cv[ppm at] 8-10
cO[ppm at] 3.5-4.5
cN[ppm at] 3.2-4.4
cH[ppm at] 0.5-0.8
cC[ppm at] 0.2-0.7

The sample geometry is of flat-conical design, with a
base diameter of 12 mm, a top diameter of 10 mm and a
thickness of 2.8 mm. They were cut from the sheet by
a water jet cutter and turned to its final shape. The
samples used for positron spectroscopy and Kerr mi-
croscopy were prepared following closely the standard
cavity preparation and the intermediate cleaning and
rinsing was carried out in an ISO 4 cleanroom environ-
ment [52–55], see Appendix A for details.
The samples used for the X-ray reflectivity measure-
ments were mechanically polished single-crystal niobium
(100) samples of cylindrical design (10 mm diameter, 2
mm height) oriented to better than 0.1o. The samples
were annealed at 2273 K for 6 h by induction heating in
an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) at a starting pressure of
10−10 mbar and unavoidably exposed to air for several
days before the experiments. This procedure ensures that
the Nb single crystals are as clean as possible in the bulk.

III. RESULTS

A. In-situ X-ray reflectivity

With the exception of measurements at room temper-
ature, in-situ XRR curves were collected twice for each
temperature step: first, after the sample temperature was
deemed stable following an increase in the heater current
(usually 1 hour, here labeled t1) and a second time af-
ter more than 12 hours of annealing (labeled t2). All
collected and fitted XRR curves together with the re-
spective electron density profiles are shown in Fig. 1.
At first, as shown in Fig. 1, the natural oxide layer pre-
sented the typical composition from the surface to the
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metal/oxide interface with Nb2O5, NbO2 and NbO dis-
playing layer thicknesses of 1.8, 1.3 and 0.8 nm (error bar
of ±0.1 nm) with associated roughness between 0.2 and
0.4 nm for the oxide/metal interfaces[34]. The same stack
order is observed upon annealing at 393 K for both times
t1 and t2. Initially (time t1), the oxides are virtually non-
affected by the annealing treatment, with their respec-
tive thicknesses and roughness values remaining within
the uncertainty of the fits (±0.1 nm). Hardly affecting
Nb2O5 and NbO, the extended annealing at 393 K (time
t2) leads to a partial consumption of NbO2, as observed
by a decrease of 0.2 nm in its layer thickness. Meanwhile,
all roughness values remained in a similar range.
At 473 K a pronounced reduction of the oxide thickness
was observed. After ≈ 1 hour (t1), the thickness of the
outer-most oxides, Nb2O5 and NbO2, decreased to 0.6
and 0.3 nm, respectively. By contrast, the NbO layer
thickness increased to 1.1 nm. Nevertheless, the total
oxide thickness at this stage decreases to about 2 nm,
which corresponds to a drop of ≈ 54%. Further anneal-
ing at 473 K (time t2) only affected the roughness of the
NbO/Nb interface, which raised by 0.25 nm.
The complete consumption of Nb2O5 was achieved at
523 K after ≈ 1 hour (t1) already. At this stage NbO2

was also partially removed, reaching a layer thickness of
0.8 nm. As the annealing time at 523 K is extended (time
t2), a progressive etching of NbO2 to 0.7 nm was indi-
cated by the analysis, although the difference between
the thicknesses obtained from the curves t1 and t2 falls
within the error bar of the fits.

B. In-situ Doppler broadening variable energy
positron annihilation spectroscopy (DB-VEPAS)

The in-situ annealing of a Nb sample has been con-
ducted in the AIDA chamber [40] with simultaneous DB-
PAS measurements at constant Ep=1.5 keV. The anneal-
ing scheme is sketched in Fig. 2 a). A constant ramping
rate of 1 K/min was used and each up ramp was followed
by a 4 h dwell at the target temperature in the absolute
range of 343 − 573 K and a subsequent ramping down
to room temperature (RT). The data were continuously
collected and accumulated as 600 s packages. The anni-
hilation line parameters S and W, as well as the 3γ/2γ
ratio, were calculated from the data and are presented
as a function of the overall experiment time in Fig. 2
b), c), and d), respectively. After each ramp down to
RT, a full positron implantation energy Ep (depth) scan
was conducted in order to estimate defect microstructure
steady states. The measured S(Ep) curves are plotted in
Fig. 3, while Fig. 4 shows the S-W plot for positron
energy Ep=1.5 keV corresponding to the mean positron
penetration depth of about 9 nm. For all samples, the ob-
servable changes take place in a range of about ≈ 170 nm
(see Fig. 3). This is sufficient to dominate the RF per-
formance, since the effective London penetration depth
λL at 2 K is about 39 nm for pure niobium and up to

FIG. 1. Left: X-ray reflectivity data (open circles) measured
with photon energies of 70 keV with the respective fits (solid
lines). The scans are offset in y-direction. Right: Electron-
density profiles obtained from the fits of the data. The mea-
surement collected data from RT up to 523 K.

200 nm for niobium in the Pippard-limit, which refers to
a niobium with an interstitial concentration resulting in
a mean-free path ` smaller than the coherence length ξ0
[57]. No significant changes were observed during bak-
ing up to 353 K. Only annealing at temperatures above
353 K has a significant influence. All samples showed an
steady increase (decrease) of the S (W) parameter dur-
ing the baking for 4 h up to 473 K, respectively (Figs. 2
and 4). In the S(time) and W(time) curves the influence
of ramping up and down is evident but the final values
at the respective temperature stages are larger (smaller)
than the preceding steps. Moreover, during the 4 h dwell
time a kinematic evolution of S and W is noticeable, evi-
dencing a raise in open volume. For larger temperatures
an opposite trend dominates and S (W) parameters non-
monotonically decrease (increase), which is a fingerprint
of defect density drop and a change of its type. All S-W
values are on the same line up to 473 K (Fig. 4). How-
ever, annealing at 523 K resulted in a change of slope in
the S-W plot and a shift to higher W values indicating a
change in the nature of positron annihilation sites. This
change coincides with the dissolution of the Nb2O5 layer
as seen with XRR, see Fig.1. Further annealing to 573 K
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FIG. 2. In-situ annealing of a Nb sample in the AIDA cham-
ber with simultaneous DB-PAS measurement at Ep=1.5 keV.
A sketch of temperature variations during the experiment (a),
where a constant ramping of 1 K/min was used followed by a
4 h dwell at a given temperature in the range of 343 − 573 K
and ramping down to room temperature. Each measurement
point represent 600 s of data acquisition. The annihilation
line parameters: low electron momentum fraction S (b), high
electron momentum fraction W (c), and 3γ/2γ ratio (d) as a
function of the experiment time. Annealing dwell times are
marked by the blue regions.

resulted in additional increase of W accompanied by a
decrease of S. This change remains after cooling down to
room temperature and further exposure to air, as shown
in Fig. 5. It testifies to the formation of a new stable
defect-type compared to the status before the annealing.

In Fig. 3 all depth profiles acquired at the RT in-
tervals in between of the successive annealing stages are
highlighted. For Ep < 2 keV a fast S decrease is ob-
served which originates from the surface oxide states. In
the range of 8< Ep <2 keV a step like plateau region is
visible, which steadily decreases in magnitude to the Nb-
bulk state for larger Ep. For temperatures up to 473 K
the step becomes more convex turning afterwards to a
more flat level closer to the Nb-bulk value of S at 573 K.
The change of S between 523 K and 573 K is noticeably
more abrupt than for preceding temperatures, as nicely
presented in Fig. 4, too. Finally, the 3γ/2γ ratio for the
positron energy Ep=1.5 keV is shown in Fig. 2. Up to
473 K only a small linear drift can be seen, which is due
to surface cleaning effects. At 523 K an increase of 3γ/2γ

FIG. 3. Annihilation line parameter S as a function of
positron implantation energy Ep and mean positron implan-
tation depth <z> after sequential in-situ annealing in the
temperature range of T=300-573 K. The sub-surface region
containing defects is marked in gray. A vertical line at
Ep=1.5 keV denotes the depth selected for continuous DB-
VEPAS measurements.

FIG. 4. S-W plane at a fixed energy (Ep=1.5 keV) of in-
cident positrons. The arrows guide the eye and follow the
temperature development. Three distinct slopes, and hence
vacancy-impurity-complexes, are identified.

ratio is observed, which can be explained as thermally
activated release of positrons trapped in the surface im-
age potential. This is further supported by the fact that
3γ/2γ ratio returns to its initial value before the anneal
when the sample is in-situ cooled down to room temper-
ature. At 573 K a significant increase of 3γ/2γ ratio was
detected. After the heating period when the sample was
cooled down to room temperature, 3γ/2γ ratio decreased
again but still remained higher compared to the value be-
fore annealing. Similarly to what occurs in the annealing
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FIG. 5. Normalized to the bulk value annihilation line pa-
rameters S and W, as well as the 3γ/2γ ratio, as a function
of the incident positron energy Ep. The curves show the in-
situ AIDA measurement at room temperature (RT) before
annealing (black), after annealing at 573 K measured still in-
situ at RT (red), and the ”ex-situ” measurement at RT after
annealing at 623 K and subsequent exposure to air (blue).

at 523 K, thermally activated release of positrons trapped
at surface potential well occurs also during annealing at
573 K. But the remaining increased 3γ/2γ ratio in the
sample cooled down to room temperature showed that
in addition to the release process a real change in the
chemistry of the near-surface region occurred. This is
further confirmed by the fact that even after the sample
was exposed to air and remeasured, the 3γ/2γ ratio in
the sub-surface region with depth of 〈z〉 ≈ 9 nm (〈z〉 at
Ep=1.5 keV) stayed above the value determined before
the initial annealing, as shown in Fig. 5 c.

C. In-situ variable energy positron annihilation
lifetime spectroscopy (VEPALS)

In order to better compare with the in-situ DB-PAS
(2) and discuss the data, in-situ PALS measurements
for positron energies of Ep = 2 keV (penetration depth
≈ 14 nm) and Ep = 6 keV (penetration depth ≈ 82 nm;
not affected by surface effects) are presented simultane-
ously. For the discussion, the results for all temperatures
are shown in one plot. The effects of temperature and
annealing time are visible. Parameters of each compo-
nent (lifetime and intensity) are discussed individually,
and the overall result is shown in Fig. 6.

The reduced bulk lifetime τ1 represents positron anni-
hilation at interstitial crystal positions and stays almost
constant at around 40 ps for the surface near region (Ep

= 2 keV) and at about 70 ps for a deeper region (Ep =
6 keV). The intensity I1 is almost constant for T < 473 K,
and slightly decreases for T > 473 K, for both close to
the surface and deeper in the sample. In case of Ep =
2 keV, the intensity I1 slightly increases at the begin-
ning of each annealing sequence (besides 523 K). This
might be related to surface cleaning effects since it was
not observed at larger implantation depths (6 keV). On
the other hand, the fluctuations at 2 keV are mainly due
to the short lifetime values, which are close to the de-
tector resolution limit. For that reason, a more detailed
discussion of the lifetime τ1 for Ep = 2 keV is difficult.
The second component with lifetime τ2 stays almost con-
stant at around 150 ps for T < 393 K, indicating that Nb
contains vacancies decorated by multiple hydrogen atoms
(as shown in [56]). For annealing temperatures larger
than 393 K the lifetime almost monotonically increases
towards the value for a bare Nb vacancy revealing grad-
ual release of hydrogen atoms from their complex with
the vacancy. This behavior is similar for the surface-near
region (Ep = 2 keV) and the deeper region (Ep = 6 keV).
The intensity I2 (which is a measure of vacancy concen-
tration) shows a similar behavior: it remains constant
up to 393 K and decreases for larger temperatures. It
indicates that hydrogen removal is accompanied with an-
nealing of single vacancies. However, at 523 K I2 slightly
increases indicating an onset of different physical process
since hydrogen has been removed already.
The third component with lifetime τ3 represents a con-
tribution of positrons annihilated on the surface and
positrons trapped at larger point defects (vacancy ag-
glomerations). The lifetime τ3 is almost constant for T
< 393 K and increases for larger temperatures. As dis-
cussed in Ref. [56], this can only be explained by hydro-
gen release from vacancy-clusters (analog to the lifetime
behavior of the decorated vacancies). At 523 K the life-
time τ3 decreases for a positron energy of Ep = 2 keV
(also very little for Ep = 6 keV), again indicating an onset
of a different physical process, that is more pronounced
in the near surface region. The intensity I3 increases for
T > 353 K. Considering the behavior of intensity I2 (si-
multaneous decrease), it can be explained by an overall
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FIG. 6. Positron lifetimes τi (left) and corresponding intensities Ii (right) of components resolved in positron lifetime spectra
plotted as a function of the measurement time for Ep = 2 keV (closed circles) and Ep = 6 keV (open circles). A sketch
of temperature variations during the experiment is shown in the top layer of both figures and the blue areas indicate the
temperature sequences.

decrease of the concentration of vacancy-type defects (Nb
vacancy) and simultaneous increase in the concentration
of vacancy clusters, i.e. after detachment of hydrogen va-
cancies agglomerate into clusters. The vacancy agglom-
erations are mostly expected in the oxide layers at the
surface nearest region as suggested by the XRR (Fig. 1)
and DB-VEPAS measurements (Fig. 3).

D. Kerr microscopy

Surface magnetic order can be observed in dielectric
oxides and it is assumed that this is due to oxygen va-
cancies [1–3]. Hence, we studied the magnetic order of
several samples within the first 15 nm at room temper-
ature using Kerr microscopy as complimentary method
to the positron spectroscopy. The magnetic field was
applied parallel to the surface, which is the case under
operation conditions of a superconducting cavity. Fig.
7 shows a single image taken with the Kerr microscope.
The image displays a formation of a multi-domain struc-
ture (d < 10µm) distributed across the sample surface,
independent from grain boundaries. Furthermore, by
scanning the focal plane of the microscope, the origin
of this multi-domain structure was identified within the

FIG. 7. Kerr image taken at 200 mT. Brighter areas are do-
mains with a magnetization anti-parallel to dark areas. The
grain boundary structure is clearly visible as continuous lines.
A spotted multi-domain structure (d < 10µm), overlaying the
grain-boundaries and randomly distributed, is observed.

niobium oxide layer. This observation was found for all
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samples investigated.

E. Ab-initio calculations

In-detail calculations, leading to the results shown here
are given in the Appendix. Calculated binding ener-
gies EB,v-X of H, N, O to a vacancy are summarized in
Table II, indicating that oxygen is bound to a vacancy
stronger than hydrogen. On the other hand, the binding
of nitrogen to a vacancy is weaker compared to hydrogen.
The calculated bond length, i.e. the distance of a gas
atom from the vacancy dv-X is shown in Table II as well.
Hydrogen is in the closest vicinity of a vacancy in contrast
to the loosely bounded nitrogen located in a largest dis-
tance from the vacancy. The oxygen-vacancy distance is
found between that for H and N. Complexes of vacancies

TABLE II. Calculated lifetimes τ of positrons trapped at
vacancies and complexes of vacancies with H, N, O gas impu-
rities. All these impurities are trapped at vacancies. Calcu-
lated binding energy EB,v-X of gas impurity X to vacancy and
bond length dv−X , i.e. distance of impurity X from vacancy,
are listed in the table as well.

defect τ (ps) EB,v-X (eV) dv-X (Å)

v 207 – –

v-H 199 -0.57 1.43

v-N 190 -0.37 1.57

v-O 188 -0.83 1.53

with H, N, O impurities are capable of positron trapping.
However, the lifetime of trapped positrons is shortened
with respect to a bare vacancy due to a reduced positron
localization and increased electron density in the vacancy.
Calculated lifetimes of positrons trapped in v-H, v-N and
v-O complexes are also listed in Table II. The shortening
of the positron lifetime becomes more pronounced with
an increasing number of protons Z of the impurity atom,
i.e. the shortest lifetime was found for v-O complex.
Up to six hydrogen atoms can be trapped in a single va-
cancy, forming v-nH complexes. The lifetime of positrons
trapped in v-nH complexes gradually decreases with in-
creasing number of H atoms, see Fig. 14. Up to 2 N or O
atoms can be trapped in a vacancy. For a higher number
of N or O atoms the complex becomes unstable. Life-
times of positrons trapped in v-2N and v-2O complexes
are 155 and 166 ps, respectively, i.e. significantly shorter
compared to v-N and v-O.
Calculated momentum distributions of annihilating
electron-positron pairs plotted in Figs. 19, 22 show that
the positrons annihilated in the vicinity of N atoms leads
to a peak located at pL ≈ 20×10−3m0c due to contribu-
tion of nitrogen p electrons. This peak is even more pro-
nounced for oxygen, which contains one more p electron.

On the other hand, this peak is not present for a vacancy
associated with H atoms due to lack of p electrons, see
Fig. 15. Because of the peak at pL ≈ 20 × 10−3m0c in
the momentum distribution, positrons trapped in a v-
N complex exhibit an enhanced contribution in the high
momentum range compared to v-nH complexes. For v-O
complexes, this high momentum contribution is enhanced
even more. Hence, positron trapping in v-O or v-N com-
plexes will result in a higher W parameter compared to
v-nH complexes. For the sake of comparison with the
experiment, the S and W parameters were calculated
by integration of the calculated momentum distribution
curves in the low and high momentum ranges and are
shown for a perfect Nb lattice and various defects in a
S-W correlation plot in Fig. 8. Note that agreement of

FIG. 8. Correlation S-W plot of S and W parameters cal-
culated for positrons delocalized in perfect Nb lattice (bulk)
and positrons trapped in various defects. Filled areas indicate
regions in the S-W plane where various families of vacancy-
impurity complexes are located, namely v-nH, v-nN, v-nO,
v-N-nH and v-O-nH.

calculated S and W parameters with experiment is only
qualitative due to limited accuracy of calculation of mo-
mentum distribution using atomic orbitals and also be-
cause in real sample only fraction of positrons is trapped
at defects while others are annihilated in the free state.
Nevertheless, calculated S,W parameters are useful for
interpretation of trends observed in experiment.

IV. DISCUSSION

The XRR measurements showed that the Nb2O5-layer
on Nb(100) completely dissolves at 523 K after already
1 h annealing. Further, at 573 K after 50 min the NbO2-
layer decomposes entirely into NbO [58]. At the same
time, the diffuse scattering signal from interstitial oxy-
gen measured by XRD in the near-surface region is de-
creasing drastically [34, 58]. This result is in agreement
with [59], where it has been shown on polycrystalline
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fine-grain niobium that heat treatment around 573 K for
a few hours has been accompanied by an influx of oxygen
at 0.1 at.%. This general agreement is important, as the
XRR and XRD measurements were done on single crystal
samples, and the diffusion in niobium is grain boundary
dominated. It is possible that the exact temperature at
which the Nb2O5-layer dissociates depends on the grain
orientation and could also be affected by the existence of
grain boundaries. The fact that on fine-grain samples the
nature of the vacancy-complexes change between 473 K
and 523 K indicate that the result of the XRR measure-
ments from the Nb(100) sample are substantial to further
discuss and interpret the observed effects in the positron
annihilation spectroscopy measurements.
The S-W plot from Fig. 4 can now be easily understood
taking into account the calculated S and W values from
Fig. 8 and the XRR results. As shown in [56], the data
points on the line up to 470 K are vacancy-hydrogen com-
plexes that start to dissociate above 343 K, which is a
critical temperature for the Nb-H system [60]. Above
473 K, the decomposition of the Nb2O5-layer releases
O atoms, which diffuses into the Nb sub-surface region.
From the inspection of Fig. 8 it is clear that v-O com-
plexes are characterized by the S parameter comparable
to v-H complexes but exhibit a remarkably larger W pa-
rameter. Hence, the shift of the experimental S-W points
in Fig. 4 to larger W values occurring after annealing at
523 K can be explained by oxygen trapping at vacan-
cies, i.e. transformation of v-H (or v) to v-O complexes.
Hence, during the annealing of the Nb samples the na-
ture of vacancy-type defects changes in the sequence v-
nH (T ≤ 420 K) → v (420 K < T ≤ 470 K) → v-O
(T ≥ 520 K) as indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 8.
The ab-initio calculations also revealed that O atoms are
bound to vacancies stronger than hydrogen. Therefore, H
is prevented from returning to those positions in the lat-
tice once the niobium cools down after annealing. This is
another interesting observation, as hydrogen at vacancies
act as niobium hydride nucleation centers when cooling
down to cryogenic temperatures, which then causes an
increase of the surface losses [35, 56, 61].
Using the results of ab-initio calculations, the experimen-
tal lifetime τ2 corresponding to positrons trapped at var-
ious types of vacancy defects (Fig. 6) can be easier dis-
cussed. At temperatures below 390 K, τ2 corresponds to
a lifetime of positrons trapped in vacancies associated
with multiple H atoms, whereas above 390 K, τ2 grad-
ually increases towards the lifetime for a bare vacancy.
It indicates that during annealing at temperatures above
400 K, hydrogen atoms are gradually released from va-
cancies.
Since niobium is arranged in a bcc lattice, and the first
native oxide-layer on top, NbO, is ordered in an fcc ar-
rangement, a misalignment when stacking those two unit-
cells onto each other appears. Depending on the atomic
radius of the participating elements, the layer thickness,
Nb-lattice orientation, internal stress and growth temper-
ature, energetic optimal misalignment angles exist. For

fcc - bcc interfaces, three orientations are predicted by
the rigid-lattice theory and observed for many metal on
metal systems, e.g. for Nb(100) the optimal in-plane re-
lation to the NbO(110) cell, results in a tilt of 5.26◦ be-
tween the rows of [101]fcc with respect to [001]bcc [58, 62–
64].
Measurements conducted by Delheusy et al. [58] show
that the in-plane orientation of this interface for regu-
lar niobium used for SRF applications prior to any an-
neal does not show the optimal relation: neither is the
NbO layer fully structured, nor is the orientation close to
the optimal angle. According to these studies conducted,
only an annealing at temperatures around 570 K provides
enough thermal energy that the interface reorganizes it-
self in a way, such that it aligns closer to the theoretical
optimum. Additionally, the lattice transition changes by
creating an intermediate Nb2O-layer as a buffer between
the Nb and NbO lattice. An important consequence of
the reduction of the lattice mismatch is that the vacancy
concentration decreases in the niobium-oxide layer. This
may have an impact on the detailed density of states
(DOS), which may be phenomenologically represented by
the so-called Dynes states. Dynes states help describe
a realistic superconducting gap, where those states may
arise from pair-breaking scattering [4, 65, 66]. Hence a
reorganization and reduction of scattering sites will im-
prove the ordering of the superconductor and should in-
crease the superconducting gap. This is in agreement
with the observed increase of the ∆

kb
ratio measured on

Nb cavities after the Mid-T bake [22, 31, 67]. The onset
of the overall defect density decrease in the sub-surface
region is found at 523 K already according to our DB-
PAS (Fig. 2)and PALS (Fig. 6) investigations, too.
Ma et al. [68] annealed niobium samples and came to the
same observations as Delheusy et al. [58] and Semione
et al. [34], that the Nb2O5-layer is dissolved at ≈ 550 K
and that a Nb2O-layer forms. Furthermore, from XPS
measurements the reorganization and formation of the
Nb2O-layer accompanied by the occurrence of a new state
in the valence-band was evidenced [68].
Although the Nb2O5-layer is polymorphous, structures
(on the order of 10 nm) are observed with their symme-
try matching that of the underlying nanocrystals, which
are strongly influenced by the structural and electronic
properties of the underlying NbO substrate [69]. Hence,
a reorganization of the NbO-layer as seen by Ma et al.,
Delheusy et al. and Semione et al. and the subsequent
regrowth of the Nb2O5-layer after the annealing on the
newly ordered oxide will yields different vacancy concen-
tration and properties for the pentoxide. Since it has
been shown that oxide vacancies can cause surface mag-
netism [1–3], we inspected the surface of samples to test
whether such an effect is observable. Indeed a multi-
domain structure originating from niobium oxide was
identified. This is a strong support for the existence
of magnetic impurity and agrees with the conclusions
and observations above, as a further impact on DOS is
caused by magnetic impurities. A recent ab-initio study
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by Sheridan et al. compared to X-ray absorption spec-
trum measurements by Harrelson et al. fully agree with
our conclusions [70, 71]. In these reports, they confirm
the presence of magnetic moments in the niobium oxides,
caused by oxygen vacancies.

Impact on Accelerator Performance The RF losses of
a cavity, given by the surface resistance Rs, is usually
interpreted as the sum of two contributions:

Rs = RBCS(Eacc, T ) +Rres(Eacc)

with RBCS as the contribution derived by the micro-
scopic theory of superconductors, and Rres is the resid-
ual resistance stemming from e.g. scattering processes
on lattice defects or interstitials, dielectric losses in the
native oxide and electric interface losses or trapped mag-
netic flux.
The correlation between RF induced losses and the ex-
istence of magnetic impurities, according to the Shiba
theory [72], has been shown by Proslier et al. [6] already.
Accompanying theoretical work showed that an inher-
ent non-zero residual resistance Rres is a consequence of
magnetic impurities in the RF penetration layer [7] and in
general, the cause of any existing sub-gap states regard-
less of the microscopic origin. A more recent approach
by Kubo et al. discusses different realistic surfaces, in-
cluding Dynes sub-gap states and magnetic impurities in
the material, further showing their potential to minimize
RF losses and to modify the dynamic loss mechanisms if
tailored accordingly [9, 66]. Hence, the proof of existence
of magnetic domains in the oxide by the Kerr microscopy
and the vacancy dynamics as shown above by the PALS
measurement are well aligned with previous findings, and
allow the microscopic identification of the origin of the
magnetic impurities to be oxygen vacancies.
Another reduction of the RF induced losses at higher ac-
celerating fields is possibly caused by the vacancy dynam-
ics within the niobium. The annealing of niobium reduces
the amount of vacancies in the near-surface region and
also dissociates the hydrogen from those vacancies, which
then are occupied by oxygen. Trapping of hydrogen on
interstitial oxygen has been shown to be possible by our
ab-initio calculations and also in [73], and was already
used as a model to explain internal friction resonances
in[74]. It is known that hydrogen trapped at vacancies

can act as nucleation site of niobium hydrides upon cool-
ing down. Assuming that the formation of niobium hy-
drides is suppressed once hydrogen is then trapped at in-
terstitial oxygen, a reduction of lossy nanohydrides, and
hence a reduction of the residual resistance at higher ac-
celerating fields, is then the evident consequence.
Impact on Quantum Computing Cavities have a in-

herently a higher photon lifetime, due to the design and
material used, by three orders of magnitude compared
to other designs of qubits, offering a new approach in
quantum computer design. In the work by Romanenko
et al. [20, 21], the origin of the two-level systems re-
ducing the photon lifetime were speculated to be within
the oxide-layers, although no further discussion of their
microscopic origin was given. The work by Sheridan et
al. and Harrelson et al. [70, 71] suggest that oxygen
deficient Nb2O5-layers are a significant source of the re-
duced coherence lifetime. In agreement to our findings
of the reduced oxygen vacancies, the photon lifetime was
improved for cavities which were annealed at 613 K.

V. CONCLUSION

In our study we investigated the dynamics of vacancies
in niobium and its native oxide layer under annealing up
to 573 K. Our results provide microscopic explanations of
multiple observations from various research fields. The
existence of magnetic impurities, caused by oxygen va-
cancies, are of interest for the quantum computing appli-
cation, and our findings suggest that a reorganization of
the oxide layer from which this application benefits dur-
ing the anneal takes place.
In order to improve niobium surfaces for accelerating cav-
ities, it is mandatory to fully understand the origin of
various loss-contributions. The contribution to the resid-
ual resistance by magnetic impurities, caused by oxygen
vacancies, can be manipulated by the anneal of Nb SRF
cavities in the temperature range 573-673 K. At the same
time, the observation of the vacancy-hydrogen complex
dissociation and the formation of vacancy-oxygen com-
plexes have a substantial impact on the interstitial hy-
drogen concentration. Hence, a reduction of the lossy
nanohydrides and also the BCS resistance can originate
from these processes, further explaining the improve-
ments seen by the annealing.
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Appendix A: Surface treatment of samples

The baseline treatment for the samples were:

1. Electro-polishing (EP) with a total removal of
120µm surface layer

2. Ultra-sonic Cleaning and High Pressure Rinsing
(DI Water with 100 bar)

3. 1073 K annealing for 3 hours at a pressure below
10−5 mbar

4. Electro-polishing with a total removal of 30µm sur-
face layer

5. Ultra-sonic Cleaning and High Pressure Rinsing
(DI Water with 100 bar)

The electro-poslishing was done with HF (w=40%) and
H2SO4 (w=98%) acids mixed in the volume ratio 1:9.
Dedicated sample chemistry and high pressure rinsing
holders have been developed to use the standard infras-
tructure for cavity treatment at DESY. The final prepa-
ration step, the annealing, was then studied in-situ using
methods described above.

Appendix B: Details on positron annihilation
spectroscopy

The Doppler shift of the annihilation radiation is de-
termined by the momentum of the electron which an-
nihilated the positron. In DB spectroscopy, the broad-
ening of the annihilation photo-peak is characterized in
terms of the line shape parameters S (sharpness) and
W (wing) which contain information about the contribu-
tions of annihilation by low or high momentum electrons,
respectively. The S parameter is defined as the ratio of
the central area A1 of the annihilation photo-peak to the
total peak area Atotal, see Fig. 9. In the present work,
the energy range δE = ±0.93 keV around the annihila-
tion peak was used for calculation of the S parameter.
Positrons annihilated by free electrons, which on average

FIG. 9. Positron annihilation photo-peak in a metallic mate-
rial. The central area A1is used to quantify the S-parameter,
while the areas A2 and A3 are used for the W-parameter.
Changes in the density, type and chemical environment of
positron traps change the momentum distribution of electrons
annihilating positrons and hence lead to different values of the
S and W parameters.

have a low momentum, contribute to the central region
of the annihilation photo-peak. An increase of vacancies
will lead to a higher fraction of positrons getting trapped
and annihilated by free electron in these vacancies and
therefore cause an increase of the S parameter. The W-
parameter is the fractional area in the wing regions A2

(508.56± 0.35 keV) and A3 (513.44± 0.35 keV), and rep-
resents a measure of positrons annihilated by core elec-
trons of the surrounding elements. The core electrons
have on average a higher momentum, causing an ele-
ment characteristic contribution in the momentum dis-
tribution. Hence, the correlated measurement of S- and
W-parameters is sensitive to the type and the atomic
environment of positron trapping sites or defects in the
material. Plotting S and W-parameters as a trajectory in
the S-W plane provides a powerful approach to interpret
the depth profiling data. In samples containing single
type of defects, the points generally fall on a line seg-
ment because only two states of positrons (free positron
and positron trapped at defect) are formed. The mea-
sured S and W represent a superposition of contributions
from these states and fulfill a linear relationship

(S − Sbulk) = R · (W −Wbulk) (B1)

with a defect-specific slope R [75]. The symbols Sbulk and
Wbulk stand for the S and W-parameter of a defect-free
sample of the same material. In the case of slow positron
beam experiments the positrons are implanted into films
with defined kinetic energy Ep typically in the range of
few tens of eV up to several tens of keV, which enables
depth profiling. A mean positron implantation depth can
be approximated by a simple material density dependent
formula [97]

〈z〉 =
A

ρ
· Ep

n, (B2)
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where A = 36 and n = 1.62 are empirically acquired val-
ues and ρ is the material density.
Positrons implanted into solids may form hydrogen-like
bound state with an electron called positronium (Ps)
[76, 77]. Ps is formed on external or internal surfaces
of solids by a thermalized positron picking an electron
on the surface and escaping from solid into a pore or free
space [78]. Depending on the orientation of electron and
positron spin in the bound state, Ps decays in two pho-
tons (para-Ps, singlet-state) or three photons (ortho-Ps,
triplet-state). In solids the three photon decay of ortho-
Ps is suppressed due to pick-off annihilation (two photon
decay) with an electron with opposite spin from the envi-
ronment [79, 80]. Three photon decay can be suppressed
also by magnetic field [81–84], in particular by ortho-
to-para conversion of Ps in the vicinity of paramagnetic
species. Hence, the ratio of the ”3γ/2γ” is sensitive to
the chemical environment of the Ps atom.

Appendix C: Details on the ab-initio calculations

Since hydrogen is a light atom, vibrational energy of
hydrogen ions in the Nb lattice has to be considered.
Zero-point energy (ZPE) of hydrogen was calculated us-
ing the Einstein model for localized hydrogen modes, i.e.
by summing up the vibration energies of hydrogen normal
modes, ZPE = 1

2

∑
i hνi, where h is the Planck constant.

The vibration frequencies νi were determined from the
energy versus displacement curves of hydrogen atoms.

Positron annihilation observables were calculated us-
ing DFT within the so-called standard scheme [49]. In
this approximation, the positron density is assumed to be
negligibly small everywhere and not affecting the bulk
electron structure. At first, the electron density n(r)
in the material is solved without the positron. Sub-
sequently, the effective potential for a positron is con-

structed as

V+(r) = φ(r) + Vcorr[n] (C1)

where φ(r) is the Coulomb potential produced by the
charge distribution of electrons and nuclei and Vcorr is the
zero positron density limit of the electron-positron cor-
relation potential [49]. The ground state positron wave
function was calculated by a numerical solution of the
single particle Schrödinger equation

− 1

2
∇2ψ+(r) + V+(r)ψ+(r) = E+ψ+(r), (C2)

where E+ is the positron ground state energy.
The positron lifetime τ was calculated from the overlap

of the positron density n+(r) = |ψ+(r)|2 and the electron
density n(r) using the expression

1

τ
= πr2

ec

∫
n+(r)n(r)γ[n] dr, (C3)

where re is the classical electron radius, and c is the speed
of light. The electron enhancement factor γ accounts for
the pile-up of electrons at the positron site [49]. The
electron-positron correlation potential and the enhance-
ment factor were treated within local density approx-
imation (LDA) using the parametrization by Boroński
and Nieminen [85]. A Brillouin-zone integration over the
lowest-lying positron state [86] was used in the calcula-
tions of the positron density for vacancies to achieve rapid
convergence of the results with respect to the supercell
size.

The momentum distribution of the annihilating
electron-positron pairs was calculated using the approach
described in Refs. [50, 51]. The contribution %i,nl from
the i-th atom and a shell characterized by the principal
and orbital quantum numbers N, l was calculated by the
formula

%i,Nl(p) = 4π2r2
ecN

i,Nl
e γi,Nl

∣∣∣∣∫ Ri
+R

i,Nl
− Bl(pr)r

2dr

∣∣∣∣2 , (C4)

where N i,Nl
e denotes the number of electrons in the (N, l)

shell, Bl is a spherical Bessel function and Ri
+, Ri,Nl

− de-
note the radial part of the positron and electron wave
functions. A state-dependent positron enhancement fac-
tor γi,Nl is used in the calculation [51]. The momen-
tum distribution of the annihilating electron-positron
pairs was obtained by summing the partial contributions
%i,Nl(p) over all the occupied atomic sites and filled elec-
tron shells. Since the core electrons localized in atomic
shells are practically not affected by crystal bonding and
retain their atomic character, the present approach de-
scribes well the high-momentum part of the momentum

distribution (p > 10−3 m0c), where the contribution of
positrons annihilated by core electrons dominates. To
mimic the effect of the finite resolution of the experimen-
tal setup, the theoretical momentum distribution curves
were convoluted with a Gaussian function with a FWHM
of 3.5 × 103 m0c. For the sake of comparison with the
experiment, the calculated momentum distributions are
presented as ratio curves related to the momentum distri-
bution calculated for a perfect Nb crystal. Calculations
of positron observables were always performed for relaxed
geometries of defects obtained from VASP calculations.
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1. Pure Nb

As a benchmark, we calculated the bulk positron life-
time, i.e. lifetime of a positron delocalized in a perfect
(defect-free) Nb lattice of 128 ps. This value is in good
agreement with experiment [38].

The formation energy of a vacancy in Nb was calcu-
lated from the expression

Ef,v = E[N − 1, v]− N

N − 1
E[N, bulk], (C5)

where E[N,bulk] is the total energy of a perfect supercell
consisting of N = 128 Nb atoms and E[N-1,v] is the en-
ergy of a supercell containing a vacancy. The calculated
vacancy formation energy Ef = 2.79 eV is in good agree-
ment with the value of 2.71 eV calculated by Ford et al.
in Ref. [87] as well as with experimental values reported
in literature, falling into the range 2.7-3.0 eV [88, 89].
The eight nearest neighbouring Nb ions surrounding the
vacancy relax towards the vacancy. Their displacement
from the rigid lattice sites is 0.13 Å. Fig. 10a shows the
calculated positron density in the (001) plane containing
a vacancy. The positron is confined in a vacancy and

FIG. 10. Relaxed configuration of lattice ions and the calcu-
lated positron density in the (001) plane for (a) a vacancy,
(b) a v-H complex.

the positron density has a spherical symmetry with its
center in the vacancy. Calculated lifetimes of a positron
trapped in a vacancy is 207 ps. This calculated value is
also in good agreement with the experimental lifetime of
(210± 2) ps reported in literature [90].

FIG. 11. Relaxed configuration of a hydrogen interstitial lo-
cated in the tetrahedral interstitial site. Arrows show direc-
tions of ion relaxations.

2. Hydrogen in Nb

The lowest energy site of a hydrogen absorbed in the
Nb lattice is the tetrahedral interstitial site. The Nb
lattice around a hydrogen interstitial (Hi) is locally ex-
panded. As shown in Fig. 11, Nb ions around Hi are
displaced in the direction away of the hydrogen. The
calculated displacement of the four nearest neighbour Nb
ions surrounding Hi is 0.08 Å.

The formation energy of Hi, i.e. absorption energy for
hydrogen in the tetrahedral site, was calculated as
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Ef,Hi = E[N,Hi] + ZPE[Hi]−
(
E[N, bulk] +

1

2
ZPE[H2]

)
, (C6)

where E[N,Hi] is the total energy of the supercell con-
taining hydrogen in the tetrahedral site, ZPE[Hi] and
ZPE[H2] denote the ZPE for a Hi and H2 molecule,
respectively. The hydrogen absorption energy was cal-
culated using Eq. (C6) and the derived value Ef,Hi

=
−0.29 eV is in good agreement with previous ab-initio
calculations [91], as well as with experimental data [92].
The negative value of Ef,Hi

indicates that the hydrogen
absorption in Nb is an exothermic process.

The interaction of an interstitial hydrogen impurity
with vacancies in Nb has been considered and it was

found that there is an attractive interaction between Hi

and the vacancy. Consequently, hydrogen is bound to
a vacancy forming a so-called vacancy-hydrogen (v-H)
complex. The lowest energy configuration of v-H complex
is shown in Fig. 10b. The hydrogen impurity is located
on the line between the vacancy and the nearest neigh-
bour octahedral interstitial site and is displaced 0.23 Å
from the octahedral site towards the vacancy. Hence,
the distance of hydrogen from the center of vacancy is
1.43 Å. The hydrogen binding energy to the vacancy was
calculated from the expression

EB,v-H = E[N − 1, v-H] + E[N, bulk] + ZPE[v-H]− (E[N − 1, v] + E[N,Hi] + ZPE[Hi]) , (C7)

where E[N − 1, v-H] is the energy of the supercell con-
taining a v-H complex in the lowest energy configuration
and ZPE[v-H] is the ZPE of hydrogen in the v-H com-
plex. The calculated binding energy EB,v-H = −0.57 eV
is comparable to the binding energy calculated using the
effective medium theory [93]. Note that a negative bind-
ing energy means that the attachment of hydrogen to
a vacancy leads to a decrease of energy, i.e. hydrogen
attached to a vacancy has a lower energy than hydro-
gen alone, located in tetrahedral interstitial site. Hence,
hydrogen absorbed in Nb makes formation of vacancies
easier. When the Nb lattice contains interstitial hydro-
gen, the vacancy formation energy is reduced to 2.79 –
0.57 = 2.22 eV due to hydrogen binding to vacancy.

Fig. 10b shows the calculated positron density in the
(001) plane containing a v-H complex. Similarly to the
bare vacancy, positrons are confined in a v-H complex,
but the positron density exhibits a clear asymmetry due
to repulsive interaction between the hydrogen ion and
a positron. Hence, the calculated positron lifetime was
reduced with respect to a bare vacancy down to 199 ps.

In many metals, vacancies are able to trap multiple
hydrogen atoms forming v-nH complexes [38, 93–96]. For
this reason, trapping of multiple hydrogen atoms in a Nb
vacancy should be considered as well. The binding energy
of additional hydrogen to a vacancy associated already
with n hydrogen atoms leading to a transformation of a
v-nH complex into a v-(n+1)H complex can be calculated
as

EB,v−(n+1)H = E[N − 1, v-(n+ 1)H] + E[N, bulk] + ZPE[v-(n+ 1)H]

− (E[N − 1, v-nH] + E[N,Hi] + ZPE[v-nH] + ZPE[Hi]) ,

where E[N −1, v-(n+ 1)H] and E[N −1, v-nH] is the en-
ergy of supercells containing v-(n + 1)H and v-nH com-
plexes respectively, and ZPE[v-(n + 1)H], ZPE[v-nH]
are the corresponding ZPEs of hydrogen atoms attached
to the vacancy. Calculated binding energies of hydrogen
atoms to a vacancy are plotted in Fig. 12. In the lowest
energy configuration, hydrogen atoms are always located
on the lines between the vacancy and the nearest neigh-
bour octahedral sites. Since there are six octahedral sites
around a vacancy, the binding energy of hydrogen to a
vacancy remains negative up to six atoms. Hence, a sin-
gle vacancy is able to trap at least six hydrogen atoms
forming v-6H complex. From an inspection of Fig. 12,

it is clear that the absolute value of the hydrogen bind-
ing energy decreases with an increasing number hydrogen
atoms attached to a vacancy. Hence, with an increasing
number of hydrogen atoms the binding of an additional
hydrogen atom becomes weaker and weaker due to an
repulsive H-H interaction. Vacancies associated with n
hydrogen atoms (n ≤ 6) are still able to trap positrons.
As an example, Fig. 13 shows the calculated positron den-
sity in the (001) plane for a v-2H and a v-4H complex.
Although positrons are localized in v-nH complexes, de-
formations of the positron density due to the repulsion
between positrons and hydrogen interstitials are clearly
visible in Fig. 13.
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FIG. 12. Calculated binding energies of hydrogen atoms to
a vacancy forming v-nH complexes and to vacancies associ-
ated already with N or O atoms forming v-N-nH or v-O-nH
complexes.

FIG. 13. Relaxed geometry of the lattice ions and the positron
density in the (001) plane for (a) a v-2H complex, (b) a v-4H
complex.

Fig. 14 shows calculated lifetimes of positrons trapped
in v-nH complexes as a function of number n of H
atoms bound to vacancy. Lifetime of trapped positrons
gradually decreases towards the bulk positron lifetime
with increasing number of H atoms attached to vacancy.

The calculated momentum distributions of annihilating

FIG. 14. Calculated lifetimes of positrons trapped at v-nH,
v-N-nH and v-O-nH complexes as a function of the number n
of hydrogen atoms attached to a vacancy. The bulk positron
lifetime for Nb is indicated by dashed line.

electron-positron pairs for v-nH complexes, presented as
ratio curves with respect to defect-free pure Nb, are plot-
ted in Fig. 15. The impact of hydrogen on the momen-
tum distribution is relatively weak. Positrons trapped
in v-nH complexes are responsible for slightly enhanced
contribution at pL ≈ 15× 10−3 m0c. With an increasing
number of hydrogen atoms, this contribution becomes
more pronounced.

FIG. 15. Calculated momentum distributions for positrons
trapped in v-nH complexes presented as ratio curves with
respect to pure Nb.

3. Nitrogen in Nb

Our ab-initio calculations revealed that in contrast to
hydrogen, nitrogen absorbed in the Nb lattice has lowest
energy in the octahedral interstitial site. The Nb lattice
is locally distorted around nitrogen interstitial (Ni) as
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shown in Fig. 16, where a relaxation of the two nearest
neighbors of Ni is outward (displacement 0.39 Å) while
the four next nearest neighbours exhibit inward relax-
ation (displacement -0.11 Å). The formation energy of
(Ni) was calculated from the expression

Ef,Ni
= E[N,Ni]−

(
E[N, bulk] +

1

2
E[N2]

)
, (C8)

where E[N,Ni] is the energy of a supercell contain-
ing Ni in the octahedral position and E[N2] is the en-
ergy of N2 molecule. The negative formation energy
Ef,Ni = −1.74 eV indicates that nitrogen absorption into
the Nb lattice is an exothermic process. Similarly to hy-

FIG. 16. Relaxed configuration of a nitrogen interstitial lo-
cated in the octahedral interstitial site. Arrows show the di-
rections of ion relaxations.

drogen, interstitial nitrogen impurities in the Nb lattice
can be trapped at a vacancy. The equilibrium geome-
try of a complex of a vacancy associated with a nitrogen
atom (v-N) is shown in Fig. 17. Similarly to hydrogen at
a vacancy, nitrogen is also located on the line connecting
a vacancy and the nearest neighbour octahedral site. The
displacement of the nitrogen from the octahedral site to-
wards the vacancy is 0.09 Å, i.e. smaller than that for
hydrogen. The binding energy of nitrogen to a vacancy
was calculated as

EB,v-N = E[N − 1, v-N] + E[N, bulk]− (E[N − 1, v] + E[N,Ni]) , (C9)

where E[N−1, v-N] is the energy of a supercell containing
a v-N complex. This binding energy EB,v-N = −0.37 eV
is less negative compared to that for hydrogen indicat-
ing that nitrogen binding to vacancy is weaker than for
hydrogen. Nevertheless, similarly to hydrogen, nitrogen
absorbed in the Nb lattice facilitates the formation of
vacancies and reduces the vacancy formation energy to
2.79 − 0.37 = 2.42 eV. The calculated positron density
in the (001) plane containing a v-N complex is plotted
in Fig. 17a. A positron is confined in a v-N complex,

however, the asymmetry of the positron density due to a
repulsion between the positron and the nitrogen is more
pronounced compared to a v-H complex. Also the short-
ening of the positron lifetime compared to a bare va-
cancy is more pronounced and the calculated lifetime of
positrons trapped in a v-N complex is 190 ps. Trapping of
multiple nitrogen atoms in a vacancy has also been con-
sidered. The binding energy of an additional nitrogen
atom to a vacancy associated already with n nitrogen
atoms is given by the expression

EB,v-(n+1)N = E[N − 1, v-(n+ 1)N] + E[N, bulk]− (E[N − 1, v-nN] + E[N,Ni]) , (C10)

where E[N −1, v-(n+ 1)N] and E[N −1, v-nN] represent
the energy of a supercell containing v-(n+ 1)N and v-nN
complexes, respectively. The calculated binding energy is

plotted in Fig. 18 as a function of the number of nitrogen
atoms bound to a vacancy. From an inspection of the
figure it is clear that the binding energy is only negative
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FIG. 17. Relaxed geometry of lattice ions and the positron
density in the (001) plane for (a) a v-N complex, (b) a v-2N
complex.

for n ≤ 2. Hence, vacancies in Nb are able to trap up
to two nitrogen atoms. v-nN complexes containing more
than two nitrogen are unstable. The calculated positron

FIG. 18. Calculated binding energies of nitrogen atoms to a
vacancy forming v-nN complexes.

density in the (001) plane with a v-2N complex is shown
in Fig. 17b. Despite a reduction of the open volume, a
v-2N complex is still able to trap positrons. However, the
lifetime of positrons trapped in v-2N complexes is only
155 ps, i.e. it is significantly shortened compared to v-N.

The calculated momentum distributions of annihilat-
ing electron-positron pairs (ratio curves with respect
to pure Nb) for stable v-nN complexes are plotted in
Fig. 19. The presence of nitrogen bound to a vacancy
leads to a peak located at momentum pL ≈ 20×10−3m0c
due to the contribution of positrons annihilated by ni-
trogen p electrons. For v-2N complexes, the peak at
pL ≈ 20 × 10−3m0c becomes more pronounced due to
an increasing contribution of positrons annihilated in the
vicinity of nitrogen.

FIG. 19. Calculated momentum distributions for positrons
trapped in a bare vacancy (v) and stable complexes of va-
cancy associated with nitrogen (v-N, v-2N). Momentum dis-
tributions are presented as ratio curves with respect to pure
Nb.

4. Oxygen in Nb

Similarly to nitrogen, also oxygen absorbed in the Nb
lattice is located in the octahedral interstitial site. The
relaxation of Nb ions surrounding an oxygen intersti-
tial (Oi) is similar to the case of Ni, see Fig. 16. The
two nearest neighbors of Oi relax outward (displacement
0.40 Å) while the four next nearest neighbours are dis-
placed toward Oi (displacement -0.06 Å). The formation
energy of (Oi) of -4.15 eV was calculated using Eq. (C8),
only replacing nitrogen by oxygen. Hence, similarly to
hydrogen and nitrogen also the absorption of oxygen in
the Nb lattice is an exothermic process. There is an
attractive interaction between Oi and vacancies. The
lowest energy configuration of a vacancy associated with
oxygen (v-O) is similar to a v-N complex, i.e. the oxygen
is located on the line between the vacancy and the near-
est neighbour octahedral site. The oxygen is displaced
0.13 Å from the octahedral interstitial site towards the
vacancy and hence, the distance of the oxygen from the
vacancy is 1.53 Å. The binding energy of oxygen to a
vacancy can be calculated using Eq. (C9) only replac-
ing nitrogen by oxygen. The calculated binding energy
of -0.83 eV indicates that oxygen is bound to a vacancy
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significantly stronger than nitrogen. In the presence of
absorbed oxygen in the Nb lattice, the vacancy formation
energy is reduced to 2.79−0.83 = 1.96 eV. The calculated

FIG. 20. Relaxed geometry of lattice ions and the positron
density in the (001) plane for (a) a v-O complex, (b) a v-2O
complex.

positron density in the (001) plane containing a v-O com-
plex is plotted in Fig. 20a. Similarly to v-N, a positron
can also be localized in v-O complex and the lifetime of
positrons trapped in v-O were further shortened down to
188 ps.

Trapping of multiple oxygen atoms to a vacancy has
been examined. The binding energy of an additional oxy-
gen atom to a vacancy associated already with n oxygen
atoms resulting in the transformation of a v-nO to a v-
(n + 1)O complex was calculated using Eq. (C10), only
replacing nitrogen by oxygen and is plotted in Fig. 21
as a function of number of oxygen atoms trapped at a
vacancy. Similarly to the case of nitrogen, vacancies are
able to trap up to two oxygen atoms. For higher number
of oxygen atoms, the v-nO complex becomes unstable.

The positron density in the (001) plane containing a
v-2O complex shown in Fig. 20 is very similar to that
for v-2N. The calculated lifetime of positrons trapped in
v-2O is 166 ps, which is longer than the lifetime for v-2N
complexes due to a smaller inward relaxation of Nb ions
surrounding the v-2O complex.

The calculated momentum distributions of annihilat-
ing electron-positron pairs (ratio curves with respect to

FIG. 21. Calculated binding energies of oxygen atoms to a
vacancy forming v-nO complexes.

pure Nb) for stable v-nO complexes (v-O, v-2O) are plot-
ted in Fig. 22. Similarly to the case of nitrogen, also the
presence of oxygen bound to a vacancy is reflected by a
peak at momentum pL ≈ 20 × 10−3m0c due to contri-
butions of positrons annihilated by oxygen p electrons.
Since oxygen contains one more p electron, the peak for
a v-O complex is more pronounced than for a v-N com-
plex. For v-2O complex the peak further increases due
to increasing contribution of positrons annihilated in the
vicinity of oxygen atoms.

FIG. 22. Calculated momentum distributions for positrons
trapped in a bare vacancy (v) and stable complexes of vacancy
associated with oxygen (v-O, v-2O). Momentum distributions
are presented as ratio curves with respect to pure Nb.

5. H trapping in v-N and v-O complexes

It is interesting to examine the possibility of hydrogen
trapping in vacancies containing already trapped O or
N atoms leading to the formation of v-N-nH or v-O-nH
complexes. It was found that in the lowest energy con-
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figuration of such complexes, hydrogen atoms are now
located close to the octahedral interstitial sites around a
vacancy which are not occupied by an oxygen or nitrogen
interstitial. As an example, Fig. 23 shows the equilibrium
configuration of v-N-5H complex. The binding energy of

FIG. 23. Relaxed ion positions and the positron density in
the (001) plane containing a v-N-5H complex.

a hydrogen atom to a vacancy associated already with a
nitrogen atom and n hydrogen atoms leading to a trans-
formation of a v-N-nH complex to a v-N-(n+1)H complex
can be calculated from the expression

EB,v-N-(n+1)N = E[N − 1, v-N-(n+ 1)H] + E[N, bulk] + ZPE[v-N-(n+ 1)H]

− (E[N − 1, v-N-nH] + E[N,Hi] + ZPE[v-N-nH] + ZPE[Hi]) ,

where E[N − 1, v-N-(n+ 1)H] and E[N − 1, v-N-nH] de-
note the energy of a supercell containing v-N-(n + 1)H
and v-N-nH complexes, respectively. The binding energy
of an additional hydrogen atom to a v-O-nH complex can
be calculated using the same equation only replacing ni-
trogen by oxygen. The calculated binding energies are
plotted in Fig. 12 as a function of the number of hydro-
gen atoms. From an inspection of the figure one can con-
clude that both v-N and v-O complexes are able to trap
up to 5 hydrogen atoms. The strength of the hydrogen
bond to a v-N and v-O complex is comparable but weaker

than for a bare vacancy. The absolute values of the bind-
ing energy of additional hydrogen atoms decreases with
an increasing number of hydrogen atoms associated with
v-N or v-O complexes, indicating that binding of addi-
tional hydrogen atoms to the complex becomes weaker
and weaker. The lifetimes of positrons trapped in v-N-
nH and v-O-nH complexes are plotted in Fig. 14 as a
function of the number n of hydrogen atoms. Positron
lifetimes for v-N-nH and v-O-nH complexes are very simi-
lar and monotonically decreases towards the bulk lifetime
with increasing number of H atoms.
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